Introduction
People have always had the ability to recognize and distinguish two different faces, while computers have begun to show the same ability not very long ago. According to [1] by the mid-1960s, researchers began the work on the recognition of human faces using the computer. Lately robust facial recognition systems are becoming more useful, being helpful in various fields such as terrorism and crime fighting and different user authentication in real or virtual spaces for better security. But despite the amazing innovations and developments in which all take part, the extent of a person from a photograph by comparing it with other images previously saved in a database it is still problematic and a very complex topic. This is mainly due to the variety of human faces depending on the area and the different conditions in which they can be, such as camera performance, facial expressions, lighting, makeup, glasses and more. Most times, a very simple variation of these conditions affect the accuracy of the systems through which the facial recognition is performed, mainly when using highly populated databases. This is the main cause for facial recognition systems are not yet widely used. Facial recognition is usually used in security systems and can be compared to other biometric techniques such as fingerprint or iris recognition systems [2] . Also, facial and form recognition could help marketers in having a better impact on their clients because the visual aspect is one of the classic three channels: visual, auditory and kinaesthetic [3] . Some facial recognition algorithms identify faces by extracting landmarks or features of an image with the subject's face, which is nothing more than a set of pixels ordered by a particular pattern [4] . Each human face has many distinctive landmarks, different deck peaks that make up facial features. Each face has approximately 80 nodal points of which the following are used for facial recognition [5] :  Distance between the eyes;  Width of the nose;  Depth of the eye sockets; DOI: 10.12948/issn14531305/20.1.2016.02  The shape of the cheekbones;  The length of the jaw line. Before the actual process of recognition is necessary to create image galleries. From the perspective of facial recognition, the gallery is a set of models serving as a reference for biometric matching process [6] . The following are the stages of facial recognition [7] : 1. The image capture is performed using a video or photo camera. The camera that is used to capture the image is more powerful so the recognition will be much more accurate. 2. The face detection is usually a fairly complex process because an image has almost always a background or other faces. Thus, the system will try the standardization of the photo so it has the same characteristics as previously stored images in the gallery. 3. The extraction of features and the generation of a model is a mathematical representation named biometric reference that will be the recognition substance. 4. Comparing the models is the process by which the biometric reference is compared to the other models of familiar faces in the gallery. 5. Declaring identity is establishing the kinship between two references, but which is often carried out by the human factor.
Mathematical Theories and Techniques for Facial Recognition
To achieve facial recognition there are some complex mathematical, geometry and photometry algorithms that support the processing and calculations that are made on a photo. First algorithms that were used to process facial recognition were based only on geometry, with which we only identified similarities between the main features as the position of the head, eyes, nose or mouth. A Cartesian plan is a plan made by perpendicular lines that are called lines. If we have two points with coordinates A (xA, yA) and B with coordinates (xB, yB) the calculation of the distance between these two points is. AB = rad((xA -xB) 2 + (yA -yB) 2 )
In any triangle the law of cosines says: c 2 = a 2 + b 2 − 2ab cos(γ)
Fig. 1. A triangle example
Which means that we also can get from the previous equation the angle: γ = arccos( [a 2 + b 2 − c 2 ] / 2ab ) These equations will be very useful for the three distances from one face [8] : distance between two eyes, distance from the mouth to the left eye and the distance from the mouth to the right eye. Then we can calculate the three angles formed by the three lines of the triangle based on the previously calculated distances.
Fig. 2. The law of cosines on a face
The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is one of the oldest and most used of the techniques of multivariate analysis. In general this algorithm extracts the relevant information from an image and encode them as efficient as possible by studying variations in values so that it can find to build correlations with other variables [9] . Mathematically the algorithm DOI: 10.12948/issn14531305/20.1.2016.02
calculates the eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of an image containing a face. Each picture in a set of images contributes to a vector, characterizing the variation of these images. Representing these vectors is called set of faces "eigen" (eigenfaces), each face being represented by a linear combination of "eigen" faces. The algorithm can be simplified into the following simple steps:  Purchasing a database of faces, calculating the combinations of "eigen" faces required for subsequent recognition, a step which is also called the training algorithm;  When a new image is found, it is calculated its data set;  Determining whether the image is a face or not;  Finally, determine if the new face corresponds to a known one or not. "Eigenfaces" has a somewhat holistic approach to make facial recognition. Eigenfaces approach maximizes total dispersion, which can lead to problems if the variance is generated by an external source, because the components with a maximum variation across all classes are not necessarily useful for classification. Local Binary Patterns Histogram Method takes a different approach than the method Eigenfaces. In LBPH each image is analysed independently, while "eigenfaces" method looks at the data set as a whole [10] . LBPH method is somewhat simpler in the sense that we characterize each image data set locally and when provided a new unknown picture, we perform the same analysis on it comparing the results for each of the images in the data set.
Android Resources Used In Face Detection and Face Recognition
Nowadays, every component and feature tend to be integrated in a complex software architecture [11] . Following the main researches on the subject, we found several libraries dealing with this complex process of facial recognition, which was yet another indication that this issue is becoming increasingly popular.
The following are just a few from the list of libraries found throughout the investigations: 1. OpenCV Face Recognizer -OpenCV (Open Source Computer Vision Library) is a free library under a BSD license which includes hundreds of computer vision algorithms. 2. Rekognition -Alternative to Face.com, Rekognition can make facial detection, crawling, facial recognition and scene understanding. It can be automatically trained using images and tags just like on Facebook [12] . 3. CERT (Computer Expression Recognition Toolbox) -is a fully automated system for recognizing facial expression that operate in real time. 4 . FaceRect -is a powerful and free API for face detection. It finds faces (both front and profile) on the image specified by a URL or uploaded as a file and is able to find multiple faces in a single shot, the result being provided in JSON format with a bounding box for each face which is found [12] . 5. Face++ -uses the latest technology of computer vision and data mining to provide three basic services (detection, recognition and analysis). This API provides detection and Landmark analysis. 6. FaceReader -is a tool that is able to automatically analyse facial expressions, giving users an objective assessment of a person's emotions. Finally after an analysis of the advantages and disadvantages of each library we decided that the best choice for this work is OpenCV library. This library is free although it is very complex and offers various facial recognition algorithms. To implement this application we faced the following problems:  against all expectations, the Android API was not enough to make this application;  the faces detection involves finding ways to make a difference between them and the background. Open Computer Vision Library (OpenCV) is a free graphics library developed by Intel in C language and distributed under a BSD license and has a huge community of developers and DOI: 10.12948/issn14531305/20.1.2016.02 users because this library is used either individually or by companies. It allows creating very complex calculations on pictures and video streaming, providing multiple features [13] :  image processing;  video streaming processing;  real-time graphics processing;  pattern recognition;  image analysis. The library offers three methods of facial recognition: Eigenfaces, Fisherfaces and Local Binary Patterns Histogram (LBPH) [14] . All of these methods make the face recognition by comparing a face to be recognized with a trained set of faces previously processed and stored in memory. We opted for using this algorithm in our application that is called FaceIdentity.
FaceIdentity -A Model of Implementation for Face Detection and Face Recognition in Android
The purpose of this application is to implement detection and facial recognition on the Android platform. The library was imported into the Android project and then we created a new class (CameraView) that extends the base class (JavaCameraView) of the OpenCV library. The most important method in the CameraView class is takePicture () which saves picture in the phone memory.
Listing 1. The implementation of takePicture() method in CamerView class
Another important function that we implemented by using OpenCV library functions was onCameraFrame(). This method uses MatOfRect, Utils and Mat classes from the OpenCV library, with which the camera detects the faces on the camera frames and using the rectangle() function from the Core class, it borders the face with a rectangle. DOI: 10.12948/issn14531305/20.1.2016.02
Listing 2. The implementation of onCameraFrame() method
Training the application with a set of faces that could be used for subsequent recognition method is made by train() method that reads all faces previously saved and pass them to the class FaceRecognizer from OpenCV library as follows: The face detection process works very quickly and we made tests on images with groups having almost 100 frontal faces on the camera, as it is presented in the following figure. DOI: 10.12948/issn14531305/20.1.2016.02 With more faces on the camera, the face detection process works much better than facial recognition. Another example of the use but on another level could be the identification of the persons present in the examination room, where just by photographing the exam room, the teachers will know exactly who is present or absent. Examples may continue to identify unwanted persons on a list of suspects previously entered into the database or recognizing companies' employees or clients with which they interact.
